ANDREWS GRANIC. ORANGE, OREG.

Wish to Announce

That they are opening an up-to-date Granic and Scd Business in the Boyer building.

Ross Marquis represents us and will pay the highest cash prices for seed and grain. Settlement in full as soon as delivered. See him or call an collect before selling.

DID YOU EVER STOP TO THINK

By E. R. Wells

Every city should grow if it is given and will grow through freedom of development. There is no essential difference in the form of new industry, or to build its new industries for the same reason, industry must have a hold on the people. Further, the idea of no change is the same thing as the idea of no progress. Now the idea is to keep the people and to keep them going. That is the way to keep the people.

This is the only city that has been made for the people, and it is the people who are the city. That is the reason this city does not need to be built. And it is the reason why the people are the city.

ROSE MERCANTILE CO.
PHONE 5

This Bank Is Founded On Service. Open for the Progress and Prosperity of this Community. Operated by men who have at heart the interests of every one. A Bank of Safety, Service, Satisfaction.

Farmers & Stockmen's Bank.

VINCENT CLAY_ak

BROGAN

There will be a dance at the Flamingos Community Hall, Sunday afternoon, August 11. Everyone invited at 2:30 p.m.

ROGERS Studio

FORDING, CART, latest improvements
$292.00

COUPE, latest improvements
$292.00

RETAIL & WHOLESALE

Ask us about our special price plan.

GROCERIES

We take great pride in the quality of the way we serve you and in the presentation with which we offer you fine goods at a reasonable price for your patronage.

If you are discriminating in your choice of a merchant of GROCERIES, we shall expect you to call.

Among the Churches

Metropolitan Church, corner of Broadway and Market Streets.

Rev. S. A. W. Porter, Pastor.

SUNDAY SCHOOL. 10:00 a.m.

Sunday school, 10 a.m. All are invited to attend.

The Reverend Lewis, with a moment's notice, begins his program. There is a warm, friendly spirit prevailing throughout the church building.

Field Seeds and Feed Grains

BINDER TWIN

Automobile Department

KELLY-RICHMOND & Goodyear tires

15 percent off regular list price

Republic and International Trucks

Hudson, Essex & Buick

Automobiles

E. E. Young

Vale, Oregon

Electricity will Save Your Back

Electricity is ready to do all the hard work of your home—the washing, ironing, cooking, sewage, dish washing and cleaning.

Electric appliances in your home will save you hours of hard labor and they will perform your household tasks cleanly and beautifully.

An electric vacuum cleaner gets ALL the dirt—your money goes in to the floor. An electric ironer gets ALL the creases and it won't injure them. It is easy to operate, making housework a joy.

An electric iron saves countless steps and is easier to iron clothes and more quickly than you can think of all the difficult channels and "musts.

We have many other electrical appliances that will help you to your daily home chores and let us tell you how you can use them every day.

Vale Electric Co.

"The Institution of Great Service" L. P. Lompe, Manager